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This will be the last newsletter from the Crossing Free Flight Group. Starting in
2022 the club is changing our name to better represent what we have become:

“Tuckahoe Free Flighters, FAC Squadron 36”.
In 1972 the Trenton model club joined with the Ewing model group and formed
the CFFG. At that time the club was focused on Nostalgia and AMA Free Flight.
Over the years the club faced the usual loss of members caused by aging and
health.
With the loss of interest in the larger model it was difficult to find new members.
They had a huge field at Coyle however the surface and thick weeds were not
kind to FAC Scale models. The big change was obtaining permission to fly at a
Turf Farm. With the availability of well-maintained grass fields the club is able
to fly FAC Scale models almost without worry. Since the move to the Turf Farm
we have seen a major growth in flying and FAC Scale members. The club now
consist of 8 FAC flyers, 2 Nostalgia/AMA modelers, and 1 member who fly’s a
mixture of his own design diesel models and scale. The new name will become a
chartered club with the AMA to continue to have their insurance and to help
attract, hopefully, new members!

ON THE BUILDING BOARD

Well here’s Jim Smith’s Herr Stearman “Goliath” for MPJETS .040
diesel. If you remember it’s the hot rod built by Jim Younkin who built
all those ‘30 racers. Progress has been slow but there is progress. Glider
is an enlarged version of my Cata-puller. 18 “ instead of 14. The motor
is a CS version of the Mills .75 in reduced form to .5 CC

Yokosuka D4Y4

Consolidated TBY=2 Seawolf

From FS Gilbert. The Yokosuka is my own design. Got the CAD work done on
framework and art work for tissue. Although Volare sells this kit, as the in-line
version, I made this as the radial version. WS19.25”. The Seawolf is an early kit
from D. Diels of printed wood. I really like cutting it out. I can do most of it in an
evening separating the parts into sandwich bags while listening to old time radio.
It really gives the feeling of building an aeroplane.

From the hanger of Bruce
Foster . (Above) Baxter’s Rubber
powered F-100 from a 1998 Model
Builder. (On the left) Small field
flyers if he wanna risk ‘em.

Not a flying model airplane, but an exacting scale display
model of a ship by Tony Perrotta

A 1/32 Hull Section of the “HMS Blandford” Built from plans, every
part to precise scale and method right down to the small fiddling pieces
Like the Elm tree pumps, and hatch grates.
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